The distribution of equivalent strains was studied to realize the overall grain refinement along the thickness direction of the cylindrical parts manufactured by spin-forming. The metal flow model during counter-roller spinning was established and the calculation formula of equivalent strains of the spun parts was derived based on upper bound method. The results show that the equivalent strains distribution of the spun parts obtained by counter-roller spinning is different from that of the stagger spinning; the equivalent strains decrease firstly and then increase from outer surface to inner surface of the spun parts obtained by counter-roller spinning, and the distribution of equivalent strains of spun part is symmetrical about the middle layer along thickness direction.
Introduction
Metal spinning belongs to the near net-shape forming technology (Wong et al., 2003) . During spinning, a continuous and localized plastic deformation occurs in the metal blank to form an axis-symmetrical hollow part by means of roller feeding movement and rotational motion of the mandrel (Music et al., 2010) . Large plastic deformation can be realized by power spinning, therefore, it is considered as an effective forming method to grain refinement (Yang et al., 2012) .
During the plastic forming, the percentage of grain refinement, the size and distribution of grains are determined directly by the percentage and distribution of equivalent strains (Lee et al., 2002) . Brandon et al. (1980) researched the strain distribution by inserting pins into a preform and observing how the pins displaced during forming, which is aimed at measuring through-thickness strains direction. Chen et al. (1986) researched the distributions of equivalent strains of stagger spinning by establishing the metal flow model based on upper bound method. Roy et al. (2009) adopted micro-indentation hardness testing to map the true equivalent strain through the thickness of a flow formed AISI 1020 steel workpiece that was deformed by a three-stage single roller, forward flow forming process. Monhebbi et al. (2010) researched the distribution of equivalent strains in flow forming of tubes based on the finite element analysis and experimental investigation. The results show that the distributions of equivalent strains along the thickness direction of the spun parts are inhomogeneous and decrease from the outer surface to the inner surface gradually. Due to the inhomogeneous distributions of equivalent strains along the thickness direction obtained by mandrel spinning are not beneficial for the overall grain refinement, the counter-roller spinning, is put forward to manufacture the cylindrical parts with the homogeneous refined grains.
Analysis of the power spinning methods
Flow forming, a kind of power spinning process, is an important manufacturing method of hollow cylindrical parts, it mainly includes stagger and counter-roller spinning. Stagger spinning is a traditional power spinning process. Typically, two or more rollers (usually three rollers) are used, and there is a certain distance between rollers along both the axial and radial directions, as shown in Fig. 1 . By using three-roller stagger spinning, the thinning ratio of one pass is divided among three rollers, so the productivity is improved obviously (Shan et al., 2001) . Counter-roller spinning belongs to a novel mandrel-less power spinning process. Typically, one or more pair rollers are used, and the mandrel is replaced by the inner rollers. The plastic deformation occurs on the outer and inner surface of metal blank simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Model of metal flow
As reported by Chen et al. (1986) , during flow forming, the deformation of the tubular blank is mainly in the state of radial compression and axial elongation, the tangential strain is small and can be neglected, neglect the friction between the tubular blank and mandrel, therefore, the plane strain assumption and the fan-shaped plastic flow field are adopted to describe the flow and deformation of the deformed material in polar coordinates with O as the polar point and OX as the polar axis, as shown in Fig. 3 . The metal flow field is divided into the undeformed zone I, deformation zone II and deformed zone III. At the undeformed and deformed zones, the metal flows parallel to the axial direction with the velocity v 0 and v f , respectively. The boundary of the undeformed and deformation zones is the circular arc L 1 with the center point O and the radius r 0 ; the boundary of the deformation and deformed zones is the circular arc L 2 with the center point O and the radius r f . At the deformation zone II, all the deformed metal particle flows toward the point O. As reported by Avitzur et al. (1988) , at the above mentioned three zones, the velocity field and its derivative should be continuous, and the expressions describing the velocity vector at the adjacent zones are different. When the deformed materials flow through the boundaries L 1 and L 2 , the velocity perpendicular to the arcs should be continuous due to the volume constancy and the velocity parallel to the arcs is discontinuous.
Along the arc L 1 : The velocity perpendicular to the arc
Along the arc L 2 : The velocity perpendicular to the arc L 2 : v = v f sin , parallel to the arc L 2 : v =v f cos where is the polar angle of the arbitrary deformed particle A at deformation zone II in polar coordinates (0< < ), is the forming angle of roller (as shown in Fig. 3 ). Based on the metal flow model shown in Fig. 3 , Chen et al. (1986) proposed an equation to descript the distribution of equivalent strains of stagger spinning, as shown in Eq. (1). where is the equivalent strain, t is the radial distance of the arbitrary deformed particle B at deformed zone III to inner surface (0 < t < t f ), t f is the thickness of deformed zone, t is the thickness thinning ratio ( t = (t 0 -t f ) / t 0 ), t 0 is the thickness of tubular blank.
During the counter-roller spinning (as shown in Fig. 2) , to obtain the same reduction of blank radius both on inner and outer surfaces of spun pasts, the contact areas between the rollers and blank should be the same by the marched diameters of the inner and outer rollers to establish a symmetrical stress and stain field about the middle layer of workpiece thickness. The distribution of metal flow velocity at zones I, II and III is similar to that of the stagger spinning, but is symmetrical about the middle layer of workpiece thickness (as shown in Fig. 4) ; the diameter of the middle layer of the tubular workpiece keeps constant, and the tangential strain can be neglected. The plane strain assumption is adopted to establish the metal flow model in polar coordinates. According to the law of volume constancy, the metal volumes flowing across the arbitrary sections perpendicular to the axial direction at the undeformed zone I and deformed zone III should be the same.
where R m is the radius of middle layer of workpiece.
Eq. (2) can be simplified as:
The velocity field of metal flow at deformation zone II :
where r is the polar distance of the arbitrary deformed particle A at deformation zone II (r f <r<r 0 ); r U and U is the velocity component of arbitrary deformed particle A at deformation zone II.
In polar coordinates, the components of strain rate can be described by the followings (Yu et al., 1999) : where r , and r is the rate of the strain tensor of arbitrary deformed particle A at deformation zone II.
The equation of the equivalent strain rate is the follows (Marciniak et al., 1992) : Substituting the boundary condition r = r f , and Eq. (10) into Eq. (9), the equivalent strains along the thickness direction can then be obtained as follows: Fig. 5 shows the distribution of equivalent strains along the thickness direction after stagger and counter-roller spinning under 30% thinning ratio calculated by Eqs. (1) and (11), respectively. The results show that the power spinning method has significant influence on the equivalent strains distribution. During stagger spinning, the equivalent strains decrease from outer surface to inner surface gradually along the thickness direction, the maximum equivalent strains exist on the outer surface of the spun parts and the minimum equivalent strains exist on the inner surface of the spun parts (as shown in Fig. 5(a) ). While during the counter-roller spinning, the equivalent strains decrease firstly and then increase along the thickness direction, which takes the parabolic shape with opening up; the maximum equivalent strains exist both on the inner and outer surface of the spun parts, and the minimum equivalent strains exist on the middle layer (as shown in Fig. 5(b) ). This is because that during stagger spinning, the deformation occurs firstly on the outer layer of the tubular blank; while during counter-roller spinning, the plastic deformation occurs on the outer and inner surfaces of the tubular blank simultaneously. The results also show that the power spinning method has little influence on the maximum and minimum equivalent strains of the spun parts, the maximum and minimum equivalent strains of the spun parts obtained by stagger spinning are same to that of the counter-roller spinning under the same wall-thickness thinning ratio. 
Calculation results and analysis

Conclusions
(1) The equivalent strains of the spun parts obtained by counter-roller spinning can be calculated by the equation (2) The power spinning method has significant influence on the equivalent strains distribution of the spun parts, but has little influence on the maximum and minimum equivalent strains of the spun parts. (3) The equivalent strains decrease gradually from outer surface to inner surface of the spun parts obtained by stagger spinning. The equivalent strains decrease firstly and then increase from outer surface to inner surface of the spun parts obtained by counter-roller spinning, the distribution of equivalent strains of spun part is symmetrical about the middle layer along thickness direction.
